formulated mathematically by Gauss, is variously known as the "Normal Distribution," as the "Error Curve, Gaussian Distribution or Gauss Curve." That became the center of a mathematical foundation of statistics leading to statistical inference, random sampling, model building, Decision Theory, and more.
To adjust this ideal of symmetry to the reality of asymmetries in distributions of socio-economic data, deviations from symmetry were reluctantly accepted. The following examples of socio-economic data, which may surprise workers in the medical and bio sciences, show how unrealistic the assumption of symmetry actually is (Figures 1-7) . The standard deviation, the measures of centrality -the mean, median, mode, and measures of asymmetry -are of scant practical value for actual Frequency Distributions in the social sciences. Bell shape or symmetry in frequency distribution of socio-economic data just does not happen. The measures of Frequency Distributions only make sense for data distributions that re essentially symmetric, or "normal." Asymmetries are considered deviant forms. However, asymmetries are typical in the Frequency Distributions in the social sciences. Most of these Frequency Distributions have their highest frequency at the beginning of the horizontal, X-scale. The right tail end, in many distributions, extends far into the distant high X-scale values.
4. The Ogive. It is Ironic that after carefully explaining how to proceed to aggregate the data of a Frequency Distribution in successive steps into the ascending cumulative S-shaped profile -named an OGIVE because of the similarity to that architectural design -the meaning and use of the rearrangement of the data have never been explored or explained. The slope of the Ogive shows the degree of resistance an additional counting unit, arriving at the scene, will encounter ( Figure  8&9 ). To construct an OGIVE the class frequencies of a given class and those of all previous classes are addend and plotted at the upper end of a given class, beginning with the first, lowest class interval to the last class at the end of the Frequency Distribution. In this accumulated form, the data represents the same information as in the shape of the Frequency Distribution from which it derives. But in addition, the Ogive highlights features of the structure of the society that are not directly perceptible in the data of the Frequency Distribution.
5.
To explain what the Ogive can accomplish, the following intuitive example appears well suited. Imagine the S-shaped ogive of the 482 workers - Figure 9 , also Figures 8 and 1 -as the geological profile of a beach: its profile begins emerging from the ocean, gently rising. Then the profile of that beach rising in small steps of the rocky backdrop, abruptly becomes a steep cliff like a wall of rocks. Toward the end of the beach the firm, flat surface of the higher terrain of the hinterland begins. Depending on the intensity and strength of an arriving wave, it will easily roll over that flat, then rising part at the beginning of that beach, and then run against that steeper cliff, further up. Most of those new incoming waves will break somewhere at that vertically rising portion of the beach profile. Only few, rare waves will arrive with sufficient force and momentum to overrun the flat part, the steep rising cliff of the beach and wash over the high, flat part at the end. The resistance of the given contour of the land to the further advancement of that strong wave becomes less and less as the wave reached into the high part of that imaginary beach of an ogive.
6. Now apply this comparison of an ocean wave moving against the beach to the situation of a new arrival at the place of employment. Its salary structure is symbolized by the graph of the ogive, Figure 9 . Like such an ocean wave, a newcomer most likely will not be able to go beyond that 'cliff', at the corresponding X-value of 70 Bs 3 . He may have no difficulty getting a modestly paying menial job, like a wave easily rolling over that first flat part of the imagined beach profile of the ogive. If such an arrival is intelligent, has physical strength or useful skills, he or she can reach the steep part of the ogive, like the medium strong ocean wave reaching but not passing beyond that steep vertical portion of the beach profile. It will become harder for him/her to further advance and he will get stuck where the majority of new arrivals likely will end up like those many ocean waves being stopped at that steep portion of the beach. Now if the new arrival is smart, has employable skills and knowledge, such a newcomerlike the strong Ocean wave will roll over the steep portions of that "beach profile"-the new arrival will move up to the flat part where he finds decreasing and minimal resistance to even easier and further advancement economically and socially. Although this information is also contained in the data of the original Frequency Distribution, (Figure 8 ) it becomes visible in the Ogive.
Following is a series of Ogives (data not shown here) from different social and economic situations. In analogy to the discussion about the ogive in Figure 9 , you can figure out how an imaginary new arrival would fare in those economic, technical or societal structures underlying these ogives (Figure 10-13 ). 
